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Social intelligence is defined as the ability to understand and manage men and women, boys and girls, to act wisely in 
human relations while Emotional Intelligence (EI) is the subset of social intelligence that involves the ability to monitor one's own 
and others' feelings and emotions, to discriminate among them, and to use this information to guide one's thinking and actions. 
Social and Emotional Intelligence can prove to be very crucial for leaders; hence this research intends to study its effect on 
Charismatic Leadership. Charismatic leaders are those who form strong bonds emotionally with their followers and lead them in 
exceptional way. Charismatic leaders have the ability to make followers believe in them. These three parameters were measured 
in order to establish the impact of social and emotional intelligence on charismatic leadership. Three questionnaires were used, 
33 itemsself measure Emotional Intelligence measure, Conger-Kanungo Charismatic Leadership Inventory and self designed 
Social Intelligence questionnaire on 7 parameters as described by Daniel Goleman and Richard Boyatzis. These questionnaires 
were used on a sample of 94 employees working in different companies. Research shows a statistically significant relationship 
between social and emotional intelligence and charismatic leadership. While the impact of Emotional Intelligence on Charismatic 
leadership is strong, social intelligence impact is low.
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Introduction
Society is a web of interactions, in which an individual should be able to get along with people in a harmonious 

manner. This interaction leads to complex social behavior and gave birth to the concept of Social Intelligence (SI). Edward 
Thorndike defines social intelligence as “the ability to understand and manage men and women, boys and girls, to act wisely 
in human relations”. SI can be assessed, expressed and developed. SI can be described as the ability to get along well with 
others and to understand them.Also it is the ability to efficiently manage social relationships and interactions, because 
social interactions happen every time everywhere in the society and this makes the life move smoothly. Therefore, put 
together, the main characteristic features of SI are one's efficiency and competence to express love, understanding and 
respect for fellow beings. It is a kind of intentional and planned social awareness and social responsibility.

Emotional Intelligence (EI) is defined as “the subset of social intelligence that involves the ability to monitor one's 
own and others' feelings and emotions, to discriminate among them, and to use this information to guide one's thinking and 
actions”. Social intelligence provides the overall abstract justification for the narrower scope of EI, which relates to an 
individual's capability to correctly identify emotions in him/ herself and others, to differentiate between various emotions, 
and use this understanding to appropriately respond to the environment.

Today interpersonal skills have become more integral to leadership. Where leaders were once seen to control, plan 
and study the overall running of an organization, in today's more service-oriented industries, leadership roles are also to 
motivate and inspire others, to foster positive attitudes at work, and to create a sense of contribution and importance with 
and among employees. These contemporary leadership requirements have placed new demands on leadership training 
programs to develop these skills.

Any type of organization runs successfully when it is lead by skillful and influential leaders. A good leader can 
organize the organization in the way he wants. It has been observed that effective leaders posses a capacity to increase the 
productivity of the organization. Different scholars classify leadership styles in a different way. Lewin classifies leadership 
styles in three categories: Autocratic Leadership, Democratic Leadership and Delegative (Laissez-Faire) Leadership. Max 
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